ANNOUNCEMENT

Continia conclude a distribution
agreement with CKL Software
Hamburg, Germany – October 1, 2015 – CKL Software GmbH and Continia Software A/S
today announced a conclusion of agreement, so CKL now is Official Distributor of all international
Continia products in the markets of Germany, Austria and Switzerland. With this announcement,
CKL Software will take over from previous Official Distributor, GB EDV.

“I want to thank GB EDV for their big efforts, they have put into our products towards the German
speaking markets. We are thankful for that. Now, we are looking forward to strengthen our position
in the markets together with CKL Software. We see a great potential in this new partnership”, says
Henrik Lærke, CEO of Continia.

“It was very easy for us to decide to become an Official Distributor of the Continia products. There
is a strong synergy between our own products and Continia’s. We have the same approach how to
sell products through Microsoft Dynamics NAV Partners and generally have many common values,
how to run a business”, says Thorsten Behrens, CEO at CKL Software.

About CONTINIA
Continia Software A/S is a leading software vendor within horizontal add-on solutions for Microsoft Dynamics NAV. More
than 150 registered partners in the Microsoft Dynamics NAV eco system have experience delivering our software to their
customers. Today more than 4,000 Microsoft Dynamics NAV installations actively use one or more of our products to
speed up or automate various administrative processes.

About CKL
CKL Software GmbH is a specialist on the subject of financial accounting and the value flow of Microsoft Dynamics NAV.
The product portfolio of the integrated "CKL cost accounting" is supplemented by the modules CKL Valuation PLUS, CKL
Costing Method Change.
Since the founding of the company in 1997, we have been devoted to (further) developing the CKL Add-ons. Our
customers are the more than 150 certified partners around the world: As a non-selling ISV we distribute our solution
solely indirectly. CKL is a licensed Silver partner for the ERP competence in the Microsoft Partner Network.

